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A Perpetual Access Clause 
(www.crkn.ca/pr/?modellicense=1)
? On termination of this Agreement, the Consortium, 
Authorized Users and Walk-in Users shall retain the 
right to access and use in archived form the 
content...  On termination of this Agreement, the 
Publisher shall at its option:
? provide each Member, on request, with an electronic 
copy of the content of the Database for the period of 
time set out in Schedule 3 up to the date of 
termination, or
? provide for continued access to the Licensed 
Materials on the Server for the period of time set out 
in Schedule 3 up to the date of termination
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Perpetual Access Scenarios
? Subscription to a journal that ceases publication
? Subscription to a journal that is cancelled by a library
? Subscription to a journal that is sold or transferred to 
another publisher
? Subscription to a journal whose publisher goes out-of-
business
? Subscription to a bundle of journals that has a fluid title list
? Subscription to a bundle of journals where the  publisher 
goes out of business
? Subscription to a bundle of journals where the publisher is 
bought completely or partially by another publisher
? Subscription to a bundle of journals that is not renewed by 
a library or consortium
? Subscription to a bundle of journals that is cancelled by a 
library or consortium
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Perpetual Access Scenarios 
In Licenses
• License states that perpetual access is included.
• License specifies a particular method of fixed media 
delivery 
• License specifies that the content will be stored on the 
publisher’s server
• License specifies that the content will be stored on a 
third-party server
• License allows for local loading of the content
• License specifies that the content can be included in a 
distributed cooperative caching venture
• License specifies that the content can be archived by 
the licensee in some way
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Title Publisher Date Perpetual
access?
Library holdings
updated ( of 60)
Geochemical transactions RSC 2004 ? 36
Pesticide outlook RSC 2004 ? 28
Acta mathematica scientia Springer 2002 ? 60
Computational statistics Springer 2001 ? 57
Amer. journal of evaluation Elsevier 2004 ? 26
Cornell hotel & restaurant admin Elsevier 2004 ? 32
Review of radical political econ Elsevier 2003 ? 42
Thalamus & related systems Elsevier 2004 ? 23
Journal of turbulence IOP 2005 ? 24
Public understanding of science IOP 2003 ? 14
Titles Sold
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Titles Added
Title Publisher Date Library holdings 
updated ( of 60)
Accounting forum Elsevier 2004 27
Applied & preventive psychology Elsevier 2004 28
Focus on pigments Elsevier 2002 49
Jrl of cosmology & astroparticle physics IOP 2004 35
Journal of geophysics & engineering IOP 2004 44
Organic & biomolecular chemistry RSC 2003 41
Photochem and photobiological science RSC 2002 29
EcoHealth Springer 2004 45
Landslides Springer 2004 44
Sleep & breathing Springer 2005 20
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